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LLUSIONS ON THE OLD SMOKE ROT]TE
BODHI's role is also educative.

Most of the world's conservatively estimated

850 million smokers live in developing
countries. In the North, law suits and public
awareness are forcing multinational corpora-
tions to seek profits elsewhere. The race is on to
addict additional people in the South and
persuade existing smokers to switch to
multinational tobacco before lawsuits, legisla-
tion and health education intervene. Increased

deaths from lung cancer, heart disease and

emphysema are predicted. Though oral cancer
(from chewing tobacco) may decline, other
cancers will become more common.

RELIGIOUS SANCTION?

"Tobacco, whether smoked or chewed, is now
widely considered an addictive and dangerous

drug. As its impact on consciousness is slight,
most Buddhists do not consider smoking to be

breaking the Fifth Precept", which prohibits
substances that alter consciousness. "In Burma
and.Japan, smoking by monks is common, as it
is in Thailand amongst monks of the
Mahanikaya sect. In Sri Lanka and amongst
Tibetans and Chinese, smoking by monks is

looked down upon and they usually refrain
from it. So from the Buddhist perspective
smoking may well be unwise but it does not
have a moral dimension".*

China is the world's largest tobacco market
with an estimated 300 million smokers. Since
most are men, the tobacco industry's logical
strategy is to target women. While tobacco
taxes generate for the Chinese government an

estimated US$5 billion annually, this balances
what the Chinese Academy of Preventative
Medicine estimates to be the he4lt"h c_o4lp,,Even

though tobacco advertising suppffiij
banned in China, Martboro was foundto be"t

addictive; it wastes money [and channels

money to large companies]; and it causes

environmental pollution.

Nepal. As many as 75%o of the men and 66Yo

of women use tobacco, often starting ata very
young age. Additionally, many Nepalis are

exposed to extensive indoor air pollution from
poorly ventilated cooking fires.

FUMES
Slow death from lung cancer
complements the former killing
fields of Cambodia: a 1997
"wedding is shameful if foreign
cigarettes are not passed around to
all".+

The Indonesian Heart Foundation
estimates that 610/o of Indonesian
men smoke.

1992. Sales ofnicotine patches in
the US neared US$2 billion, the
highest single expenditure on health
care products.

1964. "Dr. Darkis is not . . .

optimistic about being able to
produce a cigarette that is

satisfactory to smoke and will not
produce cancer on the back of a

mousett.*

An estimated 850 million smokers
around the world consume 5.3

trillion cigarettes a year, an average
of nineteen a day (The llorld Market
for Tobacco Products. Euromonitor
report).

ts

Although India is starting to restrict smoking in
confined public places, such as restaurailts, ar
estimated 5000 Indians take up the habit every
day. Heart disease is far more common among
Indian smokers and non-smokers than among
Japanese, Chinese and Caucq;ians. This may
be partly genetic and/or dietary, but is largely
unexplained and will be exacerbated by
smoking.

Zimbabwe. The average tobacco grower

receives US$1.65 per kilogram of raw leaf.
This converts to 1200 cigarettes to about
US$.03 per twenty-cigarette pack after
processing in automated factories providing
minimum ernployment.*

CONSPIRACY AND ]VIARKETING

UK. In 1996, Cambridge University voted to
accept f 1.6 million from the British American
Tobacco Company for scholarships and to fund
a chair in international relations. Like brahmins
and gold, Cambridge dons will not be

corrupted by that which would compromise
lesser mortals.

US. In 1992, several senior tobacco executives

swore under oath that, in their opinions,
nicotine was not an addictive substance. These
"opinions" have been revealed as the latest
attempts in a long tradition of deceiving the
public. Now the tobacco industry receives bad

news nearly every month: the sale of cigarettes
from vending machines was banned recently;
increasingly, sick smokers or their surviving
relatives are claiming damages from one of the
original deep-pocket industries.

The tobacco industry obstructed public health
professionals by attempting to discredit
scientific evidence. For example, the industry
claimed that 100% certainty had not been

Tobacco Control, Tobacco
L'ancet, lhe British Medical Journal

$.ww. For a full list of the references,
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of the ten best known brand names.

China appears to be copying . Western
legislation. Smoking is now banned from
hospital offices and wards, kindergartens,
museums. schools, entertainment eentres.
libraries, shops, buses and other public places.

Bangladesh. A Muslim organisation has'

developed a leaflet aimed at Imans explaining
why tobacco is haram (forbidden). Reasons

include: tobacco is a poison; its use is suicidal
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FROM THE MEDICAL DIRECTOR,SDEST(:

CHAOS, COMPLEXITY & RAT EATERS

magine that you are flying over the

Pacific Ocean. Rivet by rivet,
your plane is disintegrating. You
can detect no change for the first

100 parts; but at some point--a threshold
point-the plane's behaviour will be

affected. If. at the same time, air traffic
controllers are on strike and the plane flies
into a storm" a catastrophe becomes

iner itable. Without sufficient perspective. il
is easy to blame the "crucial rivet" or the
"last strar.v" as the "true cause". 81' doing so

we are not only incorrectly attributing
causation. but also we are failing to learn,

making repetitions more likely.

COMPLEXITY THEORY

Complexity theory seeks to describe the
emergence of deceptively simple
phenomena arising from complex causes.

This science gives insight to such diverse
disciplines as economics, psychology,
biology, climatology and the origin of life.

While "non-linear" or threshold events are

part of everyday experience, until recently
they have been difficult to study
mathematically. For example, consider
walking 100 paces across a park towards a
fence. Until the ninety-ninth pace, you can
ignore the fence. Predictions based on the

experience of the first ninety-nine steps will
make a vital error.

Emergence of social chaos. Multiple
factors are required for the emergence of
social chaos. but a high GINI co-efficient
and its companion, low literacy, are key
ingredients. Democracy without education is
not enough. In Bihar the poor can vote, but
must rely on honest politicians to elect
honest governors. Honest politicians are
unlikely to be elected: dishonest opponents

have a vast advantage, for example by
making dishonest pledges, which the poorly
educated are more likely to believe.

THE ROBIN HOOD INDEX

Global maldistribution of income is getting
g,orse. including in rich countries. It can be

quantified by a number of methods,
including the Robin Hood Index (robbing
from the rich to give to the poor) and the

GINI co-efficient. In a society where
income is perfectly distributed, the co-
efficient is close to zero (Fig. l). In a

society where all income is concentrated in
the top l%, the co-efficient would be close

to one (Fig. 2). GINI co-efficients for
alfluent countries range from a low 0.27 to
high inequatity in France (0.42), the US

and Australia (both 0.35). In general, life
expectancy correlates inversely with the

GINI co-efficient: the more the inequality,
the lower the lile expectancy.

As usual, reliable data from developing
countries are unavailable, but it is safe to
predict that many countries would have a
rate much higher than quoted above. For
example, the world's 450 billionaires control
as much wealth as the poorest 45%o of
humanitv. Increasingly, the terms North and

South, warrant redefinition. Should a

homeless, unemployed person sleeping
rough in London, ineligible to vote, be

considered part of the North? Is a corrupt
African or Indian politician who owns
homes in Europe part of the South?

LANDOF BUDDHA& RAT EATER

"Bihar killings do not stir a nation's
conscience", wrote Parwez Hafeez in the
April 2 edition of the Asian Age. He
described the musahar (rat eater) caste as

"semi-clad, starving "animals" who look like
human beings" and claimed that landlords
treat their livestock with more care and
kindness than musahar field workers. The
Ranvir Sena, private army of upper caste
landlords, reportedly murdered ten dalits
(untouchables) recently in the village of
Hiwaspore in Bihar, India's poorest state.

Few of the many such killings are reported.
These gruesome levers used to keep the
lower castes in their places are symptoms of
a culture in chronic crisis.

Compensation and relief materials of rice
and blankets are given to affected families
while stern pronouncements are made about

catching and punishing those responsible

-pronouncements 
soon forgotten.

THE MOBUTO OF BIHAR?

Bihar, Iong notorious for its lawlessness,
appears to be getting worse. Systematic
robbing of entire trainloads is commonplace,

including of pilgrims en route to Bodh Gaya,

the site of the Buddha's enlightenment.
Bihar's Chief Minister, Mr Laloo, elected on
a flood of lower caste votes, remains both
popular and unpopular, in a state where huge

crowds (numbered in lakhs-hundreds of
thousands) both for and against the
government seem to be contrived events.
Rent-a-crowds are lured by the promise of free

saris, a payment as illusory as the
compensation for lhe musahars.

Is it co-incidental that Bihar is also

characterised by some of India's lowest

literacy rates, poor status for women and

high rates of population growth?

CHASING THE BIG FISH

Chaos is endemic around the African Great
Lakes of Victoria and Albert. Described
before the genocide as a nation "filled to the
brim", Rwanda now has to cope with sick
refugees rescued from the forests of the
Congo. Rwanda also has to tr) to assign

blame to the perpetrators of genocide. To
not do so signals that kitling incurs no
punishment and aids political advancement.
While 90,000 Rwandan prisoners await
trial, the "big fish"-the alleged instigators
of mass violence-remain free in nearby
countries, insulated by their bank accounts
and the complicity of international pseudo-

concern. In Rwanda, only two accusers are

necessary for arrest and indefinite
imprisonment.
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Because they were unable to isolate the
military refugees, underfunded aid agencies
had to work with many alleged killers to
maintain order. Considerable food and
other aid were smuggled out of the camps to
the African market. Peace education in the
camps, a defined aim of the United Nations
High Commission for Refugees (LTNHCR),

faltered due to insufficient financial
resources. The UNHCR admits that an

alliance emerged between aid workers and

presumed perpetrators of the violence in the
Rwandan refugee camps.

Genocidal causes. Factors contributing to
genocide in Rwanda include land hunger;
illiteracy and rural unemployment with the

drift of poorly educated, unemployed and

easy to manipulate youth to urban areas;

continued high birth rate: the inability of
neighbouring countries (Burundi. Uganda,
Democratic Republic of the Congo). only a

little better off, to provide work for
emigrants; lalling coffee prices; World
Bank enforced policies of economic
austerity; a large gap between rich and poor;
and the Rwandese history of massacres with
its alleged uncommonly compliant
psychological makeup. For example, Kigali
radio station repeatedly broadcast messages

encouraging mass murder.



.UPDATES. PROJECTS UPDATES.
Kevin Corlette writes in Massihi Gyanodaya Abhiyan
ne\rsletter, Spring 1997, about Sister Jessie's work in
the chaotic Indian state of Bihar (see p. 2).

"The plight of widows in the villages reached by
MCA has been very much on Sister Jessie's
mind . . . One of Jessie's efforts has been to help
the widows apply for [government] benefits
without being charged . Jessie also decided to
distribute 100 Rs. (about US$3 and ,4$2.6) to
each of the widows . . . Jessie intended that the
money be used to generate income. After
discussion with the women, it was decided that
buying chickens was not a good idea because

they often die in Bihar's hot, dry summers. The
women decided to invest in piglets, which might
double in value in three months".

Powerful forces maintain the caste system. Sr
Jessie's recent surprise visits to village schools
disclosed that higher-caste people in one village
had discouraged lower-caste children from
attending school.

Jessie's work challenges that system and
provokes strong reactions. She hopes that
education and self-empowerment will enable
lower-caste people to transform the status quo.

PEN PALS FOR
SCHOOLCHILDREN

BODHI is establishing a penpal program
between a class of Sr. Jessie's schoolchildren in
India and a class of primary schoolchildren in
Campbell Town, Tasmania, a sheep-farming
town of850 people.

Sr. Jessie writes, "My teachers are interested, but
my reservation is that in the villages the postal

system is almost nil; it is worth trying anyway".

CHILD LABOUR. Insufficient donations were
received to continue. This, combined with
trouble communicating with the Indian non-
governmental organisation (NGO) invotved, has

lorced BODHI to halt this work. at least
temporarily.

TEACH COMPUTER & PRINTER

Dawa Dhondup of Tibetan Educational and
Children's Home (TEACH) at Dhonden Ling
Tibetan Settlement in South India, told us late
last year that he had found a suitable laptop
computer. Fulfilling a years-old promise,

BODHI funded the computer, as well as a
printer and computer software.

Dawa writes, "So far, eighteen children have
passed out from TEACH after passing class X.
The first studeut is now doing II year B.Com.".

TIBETAN COMMUNITY HEALTH

Tenpa TK sends from India " a special word of
thanks to BODHI for generously helping to
support DTR Hospital's community health
worker (CHW) training and village sanitation
program. We try to empower people through
health education, to motivate and train

volunteers and facilitators and develop staff
calibre by updating their knowledge".

Subjects for health talks sponsored by BODHI
include personal, dental and oral hygiene, drug
abuse and addiction (including tobacco and

alcohol, which Tenpa TK identifies as major
health problems facing the Tibetan refugee
community in India), tuberculosis prevention
and treatment, HIV/AIDS prevention and care,

food/nutrition demonstrations/talks, and the
management of snake bite, diarrhoea, safe
drinking water/chlorination, malaria, cholera,
immunisation, and, i:nvironmental diseases.
"About forty-five people attend each talk",

Tenpa writes. "Multiply that by nine villages.
At the bigger monasteries, there are about 200-
300 at each talk and at the smaller ones, around
fifty, which is about half the monks".

Reasons for BODHI's training of monastic
CHWs include: "They live in overcrowded
conditions. The Tibetan Department of Health
trains and appoints CHWs to look after the
villages, but are unable to find funds to train
monks as CHWs; hence, BODHI's ongoing help
is a great step in improving monastic health and
sanitation. We now have a nun candidate for
CHW training".

PEOPLE FOR ANIMALS

Smt Maneka Gandhi writes from New Delhi,
"We have combined your US$1000 donation
with another to purchase and equip an
ambulance cum mobile clinic that will work to
treat and transport sick and wounded animals".
It may go to Lucknow.

People for Animals (PFA) has started a canine
birth control program "in all of India's major
cities to replace the killing of stray dogs by the
city municipality", Smt Gandhi writes. Anyone
interested in adopting a dog in PFA's shelters
should write directly to Smt Maneka Gandhi, .A4

Maharani Bagh, New Delhi 110065 India, as

BODHI will not be handling this.

An anonymous donor gave US$1500 through
BODHI to PFA and Help in Suffering. A
donation of US$500 to the latter was used in
Darjeeling to vaccinate 480 Tibetan dogs against
rabies. Owners received vaccination certifi-
cates. Registration disks were affixed around
dogs' necks by collars or ties.

*a*
PUBLICATION

Readers witl be interested to learn that Colin's
article, "The Consumption Bomb", will be
published in the July, 1997 issue of Medicine,
Conflict and Global Survival (Vol. 13, No. 3).

Longtime readers of BODHI Times will recog-
nise concepts discussed, including ecological
entrapment and the need for technological
leapfrogging to achieve global sustainability.

For further information, please contact BODHI
or visit our home page.

THANKYOU
Once again, thank you, loyal
supporters. You make it possible.

The generosity of these Australian
donors enabled BODHI to provide
TEACH with a laptop computer,
printer and software: Prof Daniel
McMichael, the ever-faithful
Australian Tibetan Society and the
committee that brought the Dalai
Lama to Australia last year, His
Holiness the Dalai Lama in
Australia, 1996.

Thanks to Thilo Pfennig, in Kiel,
Germany, for including BODHI on his
home page on the internet.



WHAT IS BODT{I?

Benevolent Organisation for Development,
Health & Insight (BODHI) focuses on

sustainable ways to improve health,
education, the environment and human rights,
particularly in developing countries. BODHI
was founded in 1989 on the principles of
skill lul and compassionale action.

BODHI is neither religious nor political. We
have supporters and advisers from many
faiths. We ask only for a kind heart.

Realising the interdependence of all beings is

in our enlightened self-interest. If we don't
work together to extirpate the world's much-
discussed problems, then who will?

Ir.f, .Y&-l-# }',${rff HL{-P

Thanl<s to your generosity, BODHI has been

able to begin some exciting and innovative
programs. We need your donations to
continue. Please send your cheque, payable
in US or Australian dollars, to an address

below.

IJS donations are tax-deductible

Col.in: has b:eo,studyi!91 for h!9, M,i e.'iil
Spidemiology at thE. !6pdon Schoot of
Hyglen{ ald TropicaJ,,Medicine, Reqettly, h$1,

helped organise the recent world launch of!he.

$lobaf Eco.l{ealthrNslworr* (GEHN), ,,, :., 
..,

This took place flt the Broad .$treet prqnp in
Ssho, London. Co-originator of GEtIhl (with'
eco-psychologist Roclney Vlais). Dr Bret Hart
chose this sitb because of the good example

se1 by nr John Snow in his approach to ths
.pubtlc health proltern,o{ chole1a., In tlg
1840s, he metieu,lowly analysed the eviden*s
1o trace the source of a cholera epidemic to the

Broad. Street putnp. Snow ,was able ie
convince the City Council to remove the

pump handle. lhereby preventing lurther
eases-'This approflch i,to, a,prlrr"lie health
p{oblem is insplring te r,ell h.galth, w,nr\ers
concerned with the global environment.

,, ' ,,' , '. ,Pt ,ANEr, : r,r,'
:,,11. :-, ,INIHEwAITING:R'CIonn, ., ,.

Wt eo u patler* gos$ to q doctoi wilh a he*lih
probtem, the standard practice is to determine
the symptoms and signs associaled with the

problem and perlorm an examination. Tests

may be required to confirm the diagnosis. Tlre

piqgnosis is, eonveyjd tg ths:pttiegt, treqtnert
pf escribed and,preyentipni of recurrenge qf thp
condition promoted. U'sing this approach to

,1,ana1y,s9,,,global1. llo'alth,.,.sorieruq lruman, ha{ll}l
problems are Iikely to occur.

RADIO
.:' ',,'' , 0{r{THStirnx.tc :,, i,:

$oJin ccmpared GEI{lr|s rol€, to,that $f,:the

,wireless sn :the r,Titade- .With lugk and,

, coJlatropaliqlu, rlsjng new .teqhn,ologiss, thr
'ship, qa!,cha$gp,.Couise, ,b*,tlis lc6berg is in
sight.

Also present were BODHI adviser. Prolessor
ol Family Planning John Cuillebaud and

Professor Tony McMichael. Prof Guitlebaud
',iised,' a bucket .to:,,,6evpbnstrale ,thai 

. the

emphasis should be on the tap and not on the

:.b,Uc{.et .in relation to lhq,overproductiol *f
',rno$siisrainabls,. Iiteg i4.9Ming ,,hurnlin
,,mings1.Fiof ,::,Cuillp'baud,,. eited,, RWan$ai$

:,tp.$pll]atiou:,,ixpilq!1o4. ftorlrr.r?,,{p, :?, ];mlllion
, ,,!tit g',,!wo,:;de9ades.,, Cily :C0u,lcrllgt: rAIl*
,Matlins*4' ctrt ,thq.: rlbbon, of ,u$lu$teint&1e

,eonsumplion .rnadq,frornr.reoy.clqd packagihg
material.

l)r l)cni.s Wright. l)Ol)Hl'.t ncva.\l diraclor

NF W tsOAltD h{Ei\'{il ER"

Dr Denis Wright has joined BODFII
Australia's board of directors and is our first
Director of Electronic Communications. Dr
Wright is a senior lecturer in history at the

University of New England, Armidale,
Australia. His area of expertise is Bangla-

deshi foreign relations. He has written several
books and numerous arlicles on various
aspects of Asian history and culture.

Denis was raised on a dairy farm in rural

Queensland, Australia, and completed his

formal university education, including his
PhD, at the University of Queensland. He is

married, with two daughters.

Denis's' energetic, enthusiastic involvement
has been a blessing, a much-needed extra pair
of hands in the daily reality of implementing
BODHI's goals. He composed and set up our
home page on the internet and is helping
BODHI pursue Australian tax-deductibility.

Welcome, Denis. We are thrilled to have you

aboard.

{.- O h'{ r\.,1 L I N I t--' r\-l'i O N S

Electronic communicatiohs gives BODHI an

opportunity to reach a new audience: anyone,

anywhere with access to email or the internet.

Any such person who would like to learn
more about our work can visit us instantly at

our home page or can email us. Though at the

moment access to this technology is limited,
we see it as being like radio was in the 1910s,

and we hope that, one day, email will be

common in all countries.

For cyberspace-related matters, please conlact Dr
Denis l{right at the address in column I or at

DT D A WRIGHT
dwright@ metz.une.edu.au

http://www. une.edu.au/-arts/History/dwright.htm

ERRATA

BODHI Times No. 9 reported that Tenpa TK
received a degree in Pharmacy. He received a

Diploma in Pharmacy and a Degree in Public
Administration.

hhtp:/lqww,vianet, arl*.€co-heat/
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